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Domain-speci�c synthesis of simulation modelsAlberto Castro� Dave Robertson� Robert MuetzelfeldtyAugust 9, 1998AbstractThe formal speci�cation community has produced many languages butfew structured design methods. Those which exist tend to be abstract,providing little guidance in tackling problems in particular domains. Oneway of devising domain-speci�c design methods is by reconstructing anexample in the domain using the target method; then generalising thedesign structures to cover a class of designs in the domain; then buildingan environment in which these structures can more easily be re-appliedto new problems. We demonstrate this approach using animal popula-tion dynamics models as the domain and Prolog techniques as the targetmethod.keywords: program synthesis, design methods, logic programming andProlog, modelling environments1 IntroductionModelling is not always an easy task and in some domains it is particularlydi�cult. In ecology, for example, a modeller has to deal with peculiarities thatmakes it di�cult to devise a model in a structured way. The complex interac-tions between a system's constituents and the di�erent levels of organisations(individuals, populations, ecosystems, etc.) blurs the focus of interest and theunits of study. Ideally, an ecological model should not only exhibit correct beha-viour, but should also make explicit the criteria considered in its construction soit could be evaluated and augment experience in building other models. In thetask of constructing those models, usually implemented as computer programs,such considerations should be carefully observed. However, programs intendedas simulation models are still usually seen as \black boxes" which exhibit cer-tain external behaviour, whilst it is very di�cult to understand the mechanismsinside.Apart from few alternative proposals [Muetzelfeldt 95], the common prac-tice in ecology still is to de�ne and implement every model \from scratch" andmodelling decisions and implementation aspects are mingled according to mod-eller's expertise. That process is costly and especially obstructive to novices�Department of Arti�cial Intelligence, University of Edinburgh, 80 South Bridge, Edin-burgh EH1 1HN { UK. e-mail: albertoc@dai.ed.ac.uk; dr@dai.ed.ac.ukyInstitute of Ecology and Resource Management, University of Edinburgh, The KingsBuildings, May�eld Road, Edinburgh EH9 3JU { UK. e-mail: r.muetzelfeldt@ed.ac.uk1



with little practice in modelling and/or programming. The logic paradigm mayprovide a clear separation between the axioms de�ning the assumptions and theinference methods used in a model, and that could make it easier to evaluate,understanding and emulate the modelling process.[Robertson et al. 91] described Eco-Logic, a project which introduced logic-based approaches to tackle these issues in the domain of ecology. One of the res-ults of that project was the EL system, a tool to generate a model using instanti-able pieces of Prolog code called program schemata. But in practice schemata arelimited on exibility, assembling groups of parameterised predicates. Anothermethod, known as Prolog Programming Techniques (PPT), represents standardpatterns for constructing individual predicates [Kirschenbaum et al. 89]. Tech-niques editing is an established general method for addressingApart from few alternative proposals [Muetzelfeldt 95], the common prac-tice in ecology still is to de�ne and implement every model \from scratch" andmodelling decisions and implementation aspects are mingled according to mod-eller's expertise. That process is costly and especially obstructive to noviceswith little practice in modelling and/or programming. The logic paradigm mayprovide a clear separation between the axioms de�ning the assumptions and theinference methods used in a model, and that could make it easier to evaluate,understanding and emulate the modelling process.[Robertson et al. 91] described Eco-Logic, a project which introduced logic-based approaches to tackle these issues in the domain of ecology. One of the res-ults of that project was the EL system, a tool to generate a model using instanti-able pieces of Prolog code called program schemata. But in practice schemata arelimited on exibility, assembling groups of parameterised predicates. Anothermethod, known as Prolog Programming Techniques (PPT), represents stand-ard patterns for constructing individual predicates [Kirschenbaum et al. 89].Techniques editing is an established general method for addressing programdesign at a more �ne grained level and earlier research has dealt with dif-ferent tasks within the programming domain[Bowles et al. 94, Vasconcelos 93,Vargas-Vera et al. 93, Bowles 94, Robertson 91].However, there have been no experiments in tailoring the general meth-ods of techniques editing to the speci�c demands of a domain of application.This paper describes our attempt to do this, by building a system named TeMS(Techniques-based Model Synthesiser). We describe how PPT, within a domain-dependent modelling framework, can be used for model generation. We haveused as starting-point a model taken from the ecological modelling literatureand from it, de�ned domain-dependent PPTs which were used by a modellingframework to generate models from user speci�cations. We address the con-struction of models (in a very speci�c domain) by automated synthesis andvalidate it using conventional human model construction as a frame of refer-ence. Figure 1 is a diagrammatic representation of the issues discussed here{ rectangles stand for precisely de�ned concepts (as opposed to informal ones,represented by curvy boxes), processes are written in italics.The rest of this paper is structured as follows: Section 2 reviews the use ofProlog Programming Techniques and Program Schemata in program construc-tion and puts our work in the context of those approaches. Section 3 describesthe reconstruction of a model from the ecological modelling literature, its use asa case-study to analyse the design decisions as well as the programming patterns(techniques and schemata) used in models of the same sort. Section 4 explains2



those structures and Section 5 shows how they are used to compose a model.The last section summarises the work.
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Figure 1: De�ning a Techniques-based Modelling Framework2 Techniques Editing and Program Schemata2.1 Prolog Programming TechniquesA variety of common constructs occurring in Prolog programs have been recog-nised and received names such as \accumulator pair", \di�erence structure",\constructing data-structures in the clause head" and \failure driven loop".Despite these terms having a commonly understood meaning at the code level,they often lack precise de�nition and for this reason, are usually illustrated bygiving examples of predicates containing instances of them.[Sterling & Kirschenbaum 93] proposed a now widely accepted approach todevelop logic programs, called stepwise enhancement. The basic idea is to con-duct the construction of well structured, standardised Prolog programs by separ-ating the di�erent basic control ows { the skeletons { from the various standardProlog programming practices, which we refer as additions1. This approach canbe summarised as follows:1. The �rst step is to choose the basic control ow needed to solve the prob-lem and embody it in a skeleton. Usually this is done by selecting askeleton from a previously de�ned library.2. Over this skeleton extra computations are included by applying additionsto yield an extension of the basic skeleton.3. This extension can now be regarded as a (new) partial program whichallows to repeat the process until the �nal program has been developed.To illustrate this method, take the skeleton traverse which traverses a listpartitioning the control of ow into several branches according to some criteria,1Sterling uses the term technique, but in this work, we will consider both skeletons and\additions" as specialisations of techniques. 3



in our case depending whether the head of the list is a prime number or not, asfollows:%partition traversetraverse([X|Xs]) :-prime(X),traverse(Xs).traverse([X|Xs]) :-non_prime(X),traverse(Xs).traverse_n([]).Consider the addition build which rewrites a program producing a new onewhich creates a new list by selectively including elements from the original list.build adds an argument (the new list) to the de�ning predicate and an extragoal to the body of the clause, where the new list will be constructed.The following is a representation for this addition using the rewrite notationexplained in Section 4, where P is the de�ning predicate and fA1; : : : ; Ang itsarguments; C is a conjunction of subgoals for P . Case(X ) is a conjunctionof subgoals involving X and Relate(X ) is a conjunction of subgoals involvingX;Ps1 and Ps.P(A1; : : : ; An) Case(X);P(B1; : : : ; Bn);C )8>>><>>>:P(A1; : : : ; An; P s) Case(X);P(B1; : : : ; Bn; P s1);C;Relate(X;Ps1; P s)� _A = [XjXs] ^ _A 2 fA1; : : : ; AngP(A01; : : : ; A0n) C ) P(A01; : : : ; A0n; []) C� P =2 CThe result of applying extension build on skeleton traverse is then:only_primes([X|Xs],Ps) :-prime(X),only_primes(Xs,Ps1),Ps = [X|Ps1].only_primes([X|Xs],Ps) :-non_prime(X),only_primes(Xs,Ps1),Ps = Ps1.only_primes([],Ps) :-Ps = [].This approach to program construction has been used in the development ofgeneral purpose tools in di�erent areas of programming [Kirschenbaum et al. 94,Bowles et al. 94, Vasconcelos 93, Vargas-Vera 95].2.2 Building models using schema de�nitionsA Prolog schema is a structure for packaging the Prolog code necessary toimplement a part of a Prolog program. A schema has packaged inside it notonly a piece of code, but also the information about the conditions under whichthat schema should be used, and the requirements for it to be used along withother schemata. An example of using schemata to generate simulation models4



is the EL system[Robertson et al. 91], a domain dependent system which helpsthe user in the selection of which schemata must be applied under a determinedcontext. A typical schema de�nition, like the one used on EL, has the followinginformation:� Name for the schema.� The simulation goal for which the schema solves. If preconditions and actionsexecute successfully, and the subgoals are satis�ed, then the schema is guaranteedto solve this goal.� List of subgoals which the schema produces.� The piece of Prolog code actually supplied by the schema to the �nal program.� Procedure calls (actions) which must be satis�ed before the schema can beapplied.� A condition call which must be satis�ed before the schema can be used (precon-dition).The following is an example of a Prolog schema de�ning the predicateattribute/4. As can be observed, a large part of instantiation work in schematais done by pattern matching of the parameters.schema([A,' of ',O,' grows logistically'], % nameattribute(A,O,T,N), % goal[initial_time(T),last_time(T,T1),initial_value(A,O,N),parameter(carrying_capacity,O,K),parameter(intrinsic_rate_of_increase,O,R)], % subgoals[(attribute(A,O,T,N1) :-\+ initial_time(T),last_time(T,T1),attribute(A,O,T1,N2),parameter(carrying_capacity,O,K),parameter(intrinsic_rate_of_increase,O,R),N1 is N2+R*N2*(1-N2/K)),(attribute(A,O,T,N3) :-initial_time(T),initial_value(A,O,N3))], % code[], % actions(valid_object_for_type(size, A); valid_object_for_type(energy, A)) % preconditions).However, schemata are concerned with the de�nitions of whole predicates.This makes it di�cult to allow the program generator to alter the de�nitionof predicates at clause level. It is impossible for users to customise schemata,other than through the prede�ned instantiation procedures of each schema. Inthe schema above for example, one might like to change the last subgoal inthe �rst clause of the code supplied, let's say \N1 is N2+R*N2*(1-N2/K)*1.2"instead of the original expression. Although there is no need to modify anyother subgoals in either clauses, another very similar schema would have to bede�ned, along with additional instantiation/selection procedures. Of course,we could overcome this di�culty in our example by making the equation itselfparameterisable but, in general, it can be di�cult to predict which parts of aschema to make exible in this way. 5



2.3 Making techniques accessible to modellersIt has been argued that by allowing users to adapt predicates at clause level anumber of improvements could be obtained, including to make explicit standardmethods for constructing Prolog predicates, thus encouraging structured yetexible program development.Techniques-editing is a general method which, depending on the environmentusing it, requires di�erent degrees of assistance from the user to make decisionsabout program generation [Vargas-Vera 95]. In some environments, such asIntelligent Tutoring Systems (ITS), this feature is often considered desirable.Those systems need to maintain a tight control over users' actions either togain information about their plan or to detect errors/misunderstandings ontheir decisions and act accordingly.In ITS, especially if they are aimed to teach or improve programming ex-pertise (e.g. [Robertson 91, Bowles 94]), users may interact directly with thepieces of code resulting from the generation process (or some direct mappingto other visual presentation) making it easier to conduct that process from dir-ect user actions. In that case there is a \short distance" between the externalactions and the internal processes controlling the system, therefore a mappingfrom user actions to (internal) control decisions is not expected to be complex.This analogy is similar to that of semantic distance { the distance between theconcepts that the system uses and the ones the user has [Hutchins et al. 86].In our case, the scenario is quite di�erent { we assume the user wants only todescribe, in familiar terms, the model s/he wants to represent, intentionally leftunaware of those issues involved in the program generation process. There isthen a long distance between external actions and internal control decisions. Theproblem is to bridge between user's knowledge about modelling and the system'sknowledge of techniques editing and use that to guide the model generationprocess.3 Translating existing models to logic programsIn order to understand how Prolog techniques relate to this form of modellingwe must reconstruct a representative example in Prolog. For this, we used amodel from the ecological modelling literature[Crête et al. 81]. This model wasselected because:� It is a representative population dynamics model, used to explore a predator-prey relationship and it appears to contain reliable data supporting aplausible hypothesis.� It is small enough to be implemented and tested/re�ned in a realistic time,yet it embodies the main characteristics which are expected to be neededin this sub-domain as well as allowing us to analyse possible extensions.3.1 Main componentsThe main components of our case-study were wolves (the predator) and moose(the prey) populations. The goal of the model was to study how wolves couldregulate a moose population. Reproduction was represented in either of two6



ways: using constant values or individual reproduction rates. Predation (themain cause of mortality for moose) varied according to season, as in winterwolves have access to alternative food. A variant of the basic model includedhunting as another mortality factor for moose. Starvation (or indirect con-sequences of malnutrition) was the only mortality factor for wolves. Both pop-ulations were structured in sex and age classes so there is a component in themodel for each sex � age combination. This is known in the domain as disag-gregation. The year was divided into two seasons, summer (June{October) andwinter (November{May).3.2 Modelling approachWe have used a process-centred paradigm to implement the model. Most of thesimulation models we have seen on the literature are described in terms of theecological processes involved. Such processes are standard in the literature andrepresent phenomena a�ecting the main focus of the simulation. For example,in a model to evaluate the progress of some population over time, reproductionand mortality are typical processes a�ecting the size of population over a timeinterval. This modularity in the representation of aspects of a problem helps toprovide a structured approach to modelling.The core part of the model is an iteration over discrete time-steps. At eachtime-step, the processes a�ecting moose and wolf populations are computedand the size of their populations updated. This procedure is applied iterativelyuntil the �nal time-point be reached. We next summarise some aspects of thereconstruction of the model.Two levels of time representation and processing were used in the model.This was because most actions over the population should be taken every season,although some were taken annually. Thus, a season was considered the basictime-unit, and a mapping between season and year was provided.Both populations were a�ected by the same categories of ecological processes,namely: reproduction, mortality and ageing, with di�erent instances of them foreach population. Some of those eco-processes required the de�nition of variables{ starvation of wolves, for example, depended on the availability of prey whichhad to be converted from the number of elements to biomass. Thus, a weighttable giving average moose's weights according to their age was set up.3.3 Prolog implementation of the modelThe following is part of a simulation program in Prolog which illustrates howthe model described above can be implemented as a logic program. This is the\Simulation Model" box in Figure 1.The predicate which encapsulates the whole model is model/2. The �rstof its two arguments is the time-point where the simulation will end and theother is a data-structure embodying each population, which is the result of thesimulation. The core predicate of the model is population/2. It implementsan interaction over time-points implemented as a recursive Prolog predicate inwhich the base-case sets the initial time and values for the simulation - thatprovides the \top-level" control of the model. TeMS doesn't confront ecologistswith de�nitions like these, instead, it uses a domain-speci�c interface to controlthe selection and synthesis of them, as we describe in Section 5.7



%% encapsulation%model(A, B) :-open_dc,population(A, B),close_dc.%% core predicate - ticking clock%population(A, B) :-initial_time(B),start_value(A),collect(B, A).population(A, B) :-\+ initial_time(B),previous_time(B, D),

population(C, D),update_population(B, C, A),collect(B, A).%% update all components% - adjust parametersupdate_population(A,B,C) :-update_components(A, B, B, C).%% update all components% - traverse data-structureupdate_components(_,_,[],[]).update_components(A,B,[[G,F,E]|H],[[G,F,C]|D]) :-update(A, B, [G,F,E], C),update_components(A, B, H, D).Population updating is done by traversing the population data-structure(update population/3 and update components/4).For each component, population updating (update/4) is done according tothe combined e�ect of several processes. Each process has its equation (stored inselected proc/5) computed using a Prologmeta-interpreter (compute formula/6).Those processes can be grouped in \categories" according to the way they a�ectthe population of a component, and they are implemented by predicates speci�cto each of those categories (e.g. distribute on first level/5 for natality andsubtract list values/3 for mortality).%% update each component%update(A, B, C, D) :-C=[J,_,I],J=moose,rep_rate(A, B, C, I, H),predation1(A, B, C, H, G),hunting(A, B, C, G, F),ageing(A, B, C, F, E),adj_values(E, D).update(A, B, C, D) :-C=[I,_,H],I=wolf,rep_rate(A, B, C, H, G),starvation(A, B, C, G, F),ageing(A, B, C, F, E),adj_values(E, D).%% natality for moose%rep_rate(A, B, C, D, E) :-C=[K,J,_],K=moose,selected_proc(moose, _,rep_rate, f_(G,H), I),apply_on_time(A, I),compute_formula(A, moose, B, G, H, F),distribute_on_first_level(moose,J, D, F, E).rep_rate(_, _, A, B, B) :-A=[C,_,_],C=moose.

%% mortality (type 1) for moose%predation1(A, B, C, D, E) :-C=[J,_,_],J=moose,selected_proc(moose, _,predation1, f_(G,H), I),apply_on_time(A, I),compute_formula(A, moose, B, G, H, F),subtract_list_values(D, F, E).predation1(_, _, A, B, B) :-A=[C,_,_],C=moose.%% adding newborns to population%distribute_on_first_level(_,[G],[[E,D]|F], A, [[E,C]|F]) :-atom(G),list_sum(A, B),C is D+B.distribute_on_first_level(A,B,C,D,E) :-list_sum(D, K),first_level(A, B, J),findall(H,member([J,H],C),I),length(I, G),F is K/G,add_parcel(J, F, C, E).8



In the following sections we show how programs like this one can automat-ically be produced.4 Typical model structuresThere is no consensus over what is the \right" set of techniques for a particulardomain, so it is useful to be able to extract techniques information from ex-amples. [Vasconcelos 94] presents a methodology for extracting techniques usedin a Prolog program. Similarly to its counterpart in the procedural paradigm[Weiser 84], it uses evaluation over the arguments of a predicate to �nd out allrelevant clauses to that argument and to partition the procedure into a set ofargument slices which are considered separable techniques. However, in thatmethod techniques are extracted with respect to a speci�c query and techniquesmust always have only one argument; conditions which may not be met in ourdomain. Furthermore, example-based methods require a representative caselibrary which doesn't exist for ecological modelling.The following techniques and schemas were identi�ed by studying the im-plemented model, associating those structures with features which are likely tobe present in many other population dynamics models. This corresponds tothe \Design-speci�c techniques" box in Figure 1. Instead of using more ab-stract representations for techniques, we show them simply as pieces of Prologcode upon which rewrites must be done, with variables beginning with a capitalletter. We shall later demonstrate how these are used in model construction.recursion over time points is the technique which de�nes the ow of controlused in the main predicate of the simulation. It supplies a \ticking clock"which allows all the processes in the model to be calculated at appropriated\ticks" in the sequence of time points determined by the clock. Fromour implementation of Crête's model, the following skeleton for regressionover time points was extracted (P must be substituted by the name of thepredicate).P(T) :-initial time(T).P(T) :-n+ initial time(T),previous time(T,Tp),P(Tp).A more general form for this skeleton is:P(T) :-TimeLim(T).P(T) :-n+ TimeLim(T),Adjacent(T,Tadj),P(Tadj).With the latter, more instantiation would be necessary. A possible substi-tution is fTimeLim=final time;Adjacent=next timeg, which produces theskeleton for progression over time points.9



population updating as the name suggests, incorporates into the code beingedited (working code) an updating of the data-structure representing thesize of one of the populations in the model. An extra argument is added tothe de�ning predicate and extra goals are added to the body of recursiveand non-recursive (base-case) clauses, those extra goals relate the updatingfrom the body with the �nal value in the head of a clause.We represent the application of this techniques as a rewrite ()) upon aprogram. As used here, a program is a �nite set of clauses of the form:P(A1; : : : ; An) Cwhere:P is the de�ning predicate and fA1; : : : ; Ang its arguments;C is a set of subgoals fP1; : : : ; Pmg;n � 0; m � 0;For clarity, we distinguish di�erent variables in schemata and techniquesusing prime (0) symbols.This technique can be represented as:P(A1; : : : ; An) C ) P(A1; : : : ; An; V ) C; start value(A; V )� if C does not contain P as a goal (non-recursive clauses), henceforth: P =2 C;A � fA1; : : : ; AngP(A01; : : : ; A0n) C0;P(B1; : : : ; Bn))8><>:P(A01; : : : ; A0n; V 0) C0;P(B1; : : : ; Bn; X);update population(A0; X; V 0)� A0 � fA01; : : : ; A0ngancillary procedures { It might be the case that the core procedure(population/2 in our example) needs to be preceded (Cpre) and/or fol-lowed (Cpost) by ancillary procedures (e.g. opening/closing �les or loadingexternal programs). The following is a technique for encapsulating thecore procedure within an outermost predicate (model/2 in our example).We assume an editing environment with ability to add goals on top orbottom of the body of a clause and pre-de�ned instantiations for Cpre andCpost. P(A1; : : : ; An) C ) P(A1; : : : ; An) Cpre; C; Cposttraverse pop is an instance of the skeleton traverse n presented in[Sterling & Kirschenbaum 93]. It embodies the main ow of control fortraversing a list partitioning it according to some criteria (see Section2.1). In our case, the list is partitioned in two cases which represent theway the population of components are referred to, namely: disaggreg-ated (population is organised in sub-groups) and non-disaggregated (seeSection 5.2 for more details on population organisation).
10



P([H|T]) :-disaggregated(H,none),P(T).P([H|T]) :-n+ disaggregated(H,none),P(T).P([]).get value is an addition which may be made to the technique above. It addsan argument to the de�ning predicate and add extra subgoals to the bodyof each clause in order to create a new data object with initial popula-tion information. We assume that initial st/3 is the predicate from themodel's speci�cation with initial values for each parcel of the population {In initial st(C;D; V ) for example, C is a component name, D is somedisaggregation dimension and V is the value of that sub-population.For components with non-disaggregated population, initial st/3 and an-other goal relating its arguments with the �nal object in the head (for thatreason called \constructor goal") are added to the body of the clause. Forcomponents of a disaggregated population, findall/3 (a SICStus Prologbuilt-in predicate) is used to determine all sub-groups and initial-valuesfor all those sub-groups of a population, along with the constructor goalas before. The technique is then as follows:P(A1; : : : ; An) C;P(B1; : : : ; Bn))8>>><>>>:P(A1; : : : ; An; V ) C;P(B1; : : : ; Bn; T );initial st(C; none; X);V = [[C; none; X]jT ]� _A = [CjCs]; _A 2 fA1; : : : ; AngP(A01; : : : ; A0n) C0;P(B01; : : : ; B0n))8>>>>>><>>>>>>:P(A01; : : : ; A0n; V 0) C0;P(B01; : : : ; B0n; T 0);findall(D2; disaggregated(C0; D2); D);findall([D1; V1]; initial st(C0; D1; V1); X 0);V 0 = [[C0; D;X 0]jT 0]� _A0 = [C0jC0s]; _A0 2 fA01; : : : ; A0ngP(A001 ; : : : ; A00n) C00 ) P(A001 ; : : : ; A00n; []) C00As this example illustrates, domain-speci�c techniques depend not onlyon data-structures parsed as arguments but also on other predicates fromthe model speci�cation (e.g. initial st/3).The predicate initial value/2 associates the main identi�er of a compon-ent (usually its name) with a data-structure containing the initial valuesof the population for that component. The following is the actual codefor initial value/2. It is easy to see that the skeleton traverse pop withthe addition get value might be used to generate it.
11



initial_value( [C|T] , Pop ) :-disaggregated(C,none),initial_value( T , T2 ),initial_st(C,[none],P),Pop = [[C,[none],P]|T2].initial_value( [C|T] , Pop ) :-\+ disaggregated(C,none),initial_value( T , T2 ),findall(C,disaggregated(C,Dim),All_Dim),findall([Dim,Vl],initial_st(C,Dim,Vl),All_P),Pop = [[C,All_Dim,All_P]|T2].initial_value( [] , [] ).conversion is another addition to traverse pop which adds arguments and goalsto the de�ning predicate in order to implement a \conversion" of values. Itmight be used for example, to compute biomass from population values. Ituses a predicate (factor/3) as a table for conversion factors. The predicatefor each/5 applies factor/3 to every sub-group of the population. In theend, a converted value is structured in the same way of the original.P(A1; : : : ; An) C;P(B1; : : : ; Bn);V = [[C; none; X]jT ])8>>>>>><>>>>>>:P(A1; : : : ; An; V2) C;P(B1; : : : ; Bn; T2);V = [[C; none;X]jT ];factor(C;F;X;X2);V2 = [[C; none; X2]jT2]P(A01; : : : ; A0n) C0;P(B01; : : : ; B0n);V 0 = [[C0; D;X 0]jT 0])8>>>>>><>>>>>>:P(A01; : : : ; A0n; V 02 ) C0;P(B01; : : : ; B0n; T 02);V 0 = [[C0; D;X 0]jT 0];for each(Py; X 0; (Y = [Dy; Py]; factor(C0; F 0; Py; P )); P;X 02);V 02 = [[C0; D;X 02]jT 02]�D 6= noneP(A001 ; : : : ; A00n) C00 ) P(A001 ; : : : ; A00n; []) C00The goals V = [[C; none; X]jT ] and V 0 = [[C0; D;X 0]jT 0] on the left hand sideof this technique assures that a technique (get value) de�ning an initialdata object had already been applied.chained composition joins one or more processes2 to the body of a clause,composing arguments in such way that the new information supplied byone process is used as an input-argument to the following and so on. Anargument in the last process is linked to an argument in the head of thede�ning predicate.This technique adds two arguments to the de�ning predicate. The �rstone is the initial structure which will be \passed through" a series ofprocesses (each process is a goal to be added to the body of the clause).The second argument is the composed e�ect of all processes, that is, the2See Section 3.2 for a de�nition of \process" as mentioned here.12



updated data-structure. An extra goal de�nes the initial structure from asubset of the original arguments.P(A1; : : : ; An) C )8>>>>>>>>>><>>>>>>>>>>:
P(A1; : : : ; An; I; O) C;Relate(A; I);P1(A; I;L1);P2(A;L1; L2);...Pm(A;Lm�1; O)� P =2 C; A � fA1; : : : ; Ang; m � 0

P(A01; : : : ; A0n) C0;P(B01; : : : ; B0n))
8>>>>>>>>>>>>><>>>>>>>>>>>>>:
P(A01; : : : ; A0n; I 0; O0) C0;P(B01; : : : ; B0n; Lm; O);Relate(A0; I 0);P 01(A0; I 0; L01);P 02(A0; L01; L02);...P 0m(A0; L0m�1; Lm)� A0 � fA01; : : : ; A0ng; m � 0partition is a skeleton where the �rst goal (which can be unfolded as a compos-ition of several checking subgoals) de�nes the applicability of that clause.P( Key, St, NewSt ) :-Case 1(Key),P1(St,NewSt)....P( Key, St, NewSt ) :-Case n(Key),Pn(St,NewSt).Applicability of ecological processes according to seasons, where each casecondition determines whether the current time point in the simulation iswithin a particular season, is an example of where this technique wouldbe used.In our example, the skeleton partition with the addition of chained com-position is used to de�ne the predicate update/4, which represents populationupdating for a certain component. At every time-step, the e�ect caused by eco-logical processes on the component's population is computed by this predicate.The following is a listing of update/4, where Comp = wolf is the case condition.update(T,Ref,P,Pout) :-Comp = wolf,P = [Comp,_,Pin],ageing(Comp,T,Ref,Pin,S1),natality(Comp,T,Ref,S1,S2),mortality(Comp,T,Ref,S2,S3),adj_values(S3,Pout). 13



shift moves part of the contents of every \cell" within a data structure tothe next (adjacent) one. Two arguments are included to the de�ningpredicate: the �rst is the part of the structure to be shifted and the secondis the data object to be created. The two Relate goals added to the bodyof recursive clauses relate the two adjacent cells in the data structure andthe third goal is the constructor goal for the new object.P(A1; : : : ; An) C ) P(A1; : : : ; An; X; []) C� P =2 CP(A01; : : : ; A0n) C0;P(B1; : : : ; Bn))8>>>>>>><>>>>>>>:P(A01; : : : ; A0n; I; S) C0;P(B1; : : : ; Bn; V; T );Relate(H; _A; V );Relate(H2; _A; I);S = [H2jT ]� _A = [HjR] ^ _A 2 fA01; : : : ; A0ngIn our example, the population was organised in age-classes and thistechnique would be used to shift the values of each class to the adjacentone, a task needed when representing ageing in the model. Using theskeleton traverse (Section 2.1) with the addition of shift, it is possible toobtain the de�nition of move elem/3:move_elem([],_,[]).move_elem([H|T],In,O) :-move_elem(T,N,T2),H = [AgeClass,N],H2 = [AgeClass,In],O = [H2|T2].The preceding examples demonstrate that domain-dependent techniques de-pend upon other domain-speci�c data-structures. Therefore a library of suchtechniques, which will probably include other standard data-structures, mayonly be complete for the set of operations or features of a narrow class of ap-plications. That means that the range of operations carried out by an applica-tion must be known prior to de�nition of the techniques library: that is, designdecisions shape the techniques and schemata in the library.
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5 Automated SynthesisAs a prerequisite for building a plausible model, we assume that the builderis knowledgeable about the ecological system which is the basis for the model.However, to have knowledge about a system is not enough to start building amodel. One can have a good idea of a model's main parameters and/or the �nalshape it should have, but not know how to put all together in a neat piece ofcode in some programming language.TeMS leads ecologists through a structured sequence of design decisions toguide the synthesis of this class of models. A library of design-speci�c techniquesand schemata, including those presented in Section 4, was de�ned and used by aTechniques Editor to generate the programs. Thus, the system presented here:� is a tool that leads ecologists through several structured steps for thespeci�cation of a model;� is based on its own knowledge-base as well as the knowledge acquired fromthe user, and generates a runnable Prolog program that is the implement-ation of the model;� can execute the constructed Prolog model;� may record the path taken during the de�nition process, allowing thedisplay of the choices made during the modelling process.Modelling using such a system consists of going through three phases, asshown on Figure 2. On the �rst phase the user is led through six stages ofmodel description where key features of the model are de�ned. On the secondphase the knowledge elicited is used to select and apply an appropriate set oftechniques to build the model described. Finally, on the last phase the user cansee the Prolog code for the model and run it. If a rede�nition or adjust of themodel is needed, the user may start again from some stage on phase I.
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Figure 2: 3-phase modelling15



5.1 A model synthesiserThe Techniques-based Model Synthesiser (TeMS) elicits knowledge from an eco-logist, using his/her design decisions to set up the program generation stage(phase II on Figure 2). Figure 3 shows the general structure of the tool. Thegeneration system is the core of the tool, de�ning which predicates will form the�nal program and in which order they will be generated. For each predicate,there must be speci�ed the set of techniques editing operations to be carriedout by the techniques editor. A Prolog meta-interpreter to deal with equationsof the processes is also used during model de�nition and execution. Finally, foreach model the knowledge base is extended to be used by the generation system.The next sections show how the 3-phase modelling framework is used by TeMS.
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Figure 3: TeMS5.2 Describing the modelIn this phase the user outlines the model's structure. The user's task consists ofselecting options from menus and answering prompted questions according tocharacteristics of the system he/she wants to model. The set of questions andstandard options presented to the user are stored as predicates in a knowledgebase.After each answer is given (either by selecting one among a set of options,typing some value or sketching a graph), the contents of the knowledge base willbe extended and used to de�ne the next step on this elicitation process, that is,the next menu will be presented or a question will be prompted.The menu/questions presented to the user cover the following elements ofthe model: components, organisation, attributes, time-references, initial-dataand ecological processes. The result of this phase is a knowledge-base \tuned"to a speci�c model, which will be used on the next phase. Those elements aredescribed in the following sections. 16



5.2.1 ComponentsWhen de�ning a model on population dynamics it is essential to know whatare the components whose population behaviour we will observe during thesimulation. A user can either select among a list of typical components orintroduce a new one.If the latter, the user must also categorise the new component accordingto standard categories used when somebody talks about the animal kingdom.Thus, every component is associated with one element in each of the followingsets: fherbivore, carnivore, omnivoreg, fvertebrate, invertebrateg and finsect,bird, �sh, mammal, otherg.Such knowledge may later be used to infer relationships between compon-ents. The following, for example, is a rule in the knowledge base expressing apredator-prey relationship between two components of a model: Two di�erentelements are taken from the list of components, if one of them is \carnivore" or\omnivore", the other might be subject to predation. Rules such this are usedto select which pre-de�ned processes will be suggested to the user, but these area guide only. Hence, it is not a requirement that the ecological knowledge baseshould be complete.would_be_predator(A, B) :-components(L),member(A,L),member(B,L),\+ A = B,( component_sort(A,carnivore); component_sort(A,omnivore) ).5.2.2 OrganisationThe population in a model is usually categorised according to its components.However, each component may have its own way of referring to the elementswhich constitute its population. The elementary unit in a population may bean individual or, more commonly, a group of individuals which have commonattributes.These groups are de�ned by the combination of the dimensions accordingto which a population is disaggregated. Those dimensions of classi�cation areattributes of a component as shown in the next section. There will be as manysub-populations as there are elements in the Cartesian product of the attributes.The size of a non-disaggregated population, on the other hand, is representedby a simple number. These di�erent representations makes disaggregation acrucial selective factor in the way population values are computed, as seen ontechnique traverse pop for example.5.2.3 AttributesEvery component may have a set of attributes associated to it. Attributes areused to de�ne characteristics which are meaningful to a modeller when talkingabout a component. Attributes also are important to represent properties whichshould only apply to elements of certain categories.Attributes can be inherent in components (e.g. age, sex, weight and size)or they may represent a quality that was for some reason \associated" to it17



(e.g. location). Attributes' values also can be constant (e.g. sex), or variableon time (e.g. size, location). As mentioned before, attributes also inform howa population is disaggregated. That information is embodied in rules on theknowledge base and it is used as selection criteria in the other stages of theprocess.

Figure 4: Attributes de�nitionFigure 4 shows a \snapshot" of model description using TeMS. The windowat front shows the user suppling the information that wolf population will bedisaggregated by sex (fmale, femaleg) and age (fpup, adultg) classes. Thewindow behind is a log of the Prolog session (normally invisible to the user),where previously elicited knowledge has already been asserted in the knowledgebase.5.2.4 Initial dataOnce the dimensions of disaggregation are known, the system can prompt theuser for the initial values of population that the simulation will start with. If thepopulation is not disaggregated, a simple value is asked for. If the component hasa disaggregated population, the system will ask as many values as the numberof sub-populations considered. The actual order in which the values are askeddepends on the order in which the attributes are given by the user.5.2.5 ProcessesAmong the aspects of reality a model represents, there are actions or operationsa�ecting the population of one or more components, responsible either for in-18



creasing, decreasing, or rearranging it. Those actions, called processes, must bemirrored during the simulation. Typical processes are natality, mortality, im-migration, emigration and ageing. Some of them may be the accumulated e�ectof several processes (mortality for example, might be a result of starvation andpredation), others are instances of more general de�nitions (ageing for example,may be a speci�c sort of \movement between classes").We have grouped processes in categories, according to their common e�ectupon a component's population. To illustrate those di�erent e�ects, considerthat a population is disaggregated into age classes and is a�ected by two pro-cesses: mortality and natality. When representing mortality, whatever way isused to de�ne the number of deaths in each age-class, the standard procedureis to subtract that amount from the current population on each age-class. Nat-ality, on the other hand, requires the number of births to be computed at everyage-class and to be added only to the �rst age-class. Currently, we have thefollowing categories of processes: natality, mortality, progress on category3 andmigration.For each component in the model, the system prompts the user for theprocesses a�ecting the size of population of that component. Then they musteither choose one of the pre-de�ned processes shown (the system infers from theknowledge-base which processes may apply) or de�ne a new one.A process is de�ned by an equation which may include user-de�ned variables(e.g. individual reproductive rate, rate of predation). An equation is either anarithmetic expression, an if-then-else declaration or a two-dimensional graphicalfunction. If the latter is used, the graph is represented as a set of lines of thesort y = ax+b and the actual value of a variable is obtained by an interpolationof the corresponding interval.A pre-de�ned process consists of a standard equation along with a set ofparameters which must be given values and, optionally, a condition which thatprocess may apply. predation1 for example, is an instance of mortality where thenew value of a prey population Pt+1 is the number of deaths D subtracted fromthe previous value Pt. The number of deaths in its turn is the product of thecurrent population of the predator Pred t by the value of a variable representingthe predation rate (eat). That is:Pt+1 = Pt �D and D = eat � Pred tThe condition would be predator(X,C) (C instantiated to the component's name)completes the de�nition of that process. In the case of predation1 be selected,the user would be requested to supply a value (or equation) for eat.Figure 5 shows the selection of pre-de�ned process predation1 where the useris de�ning the value of eat moose by sketching a graph of it as a function ofmoose population size.5.2.6 Time ReferenceEvery process represented in the model will have its e�ects over the populationaccording to some time reference. The main time-reference used throughout thesimulation is the time-step, that is, the interval of time in which the state of3When a population is disaggregated in ordered classes (e.g. age, size), it represents themovement of elements from one category to the following one (e.g. ageing, growing in size)19



Figure 5: Process de�nitionthe population will be calculated. However, in Section 3.2 we explained thatsome notion of hierarchical time is required in these sorts of model. To providethis we ask, when talking about applicability of processes, the user to give thenumber of time-steps de�ning the period T and the subsets of T in which theprocess applies. For example, to represent a process which applies in Januaryand July of every year, we use 12 and f1 7g.5.2.7 Setting up program constructionAfter each successful de�nition of a process, two kinds of data-structures areincluded in the knowledge base. The �rst, embodying the equations for variablesand processes, will be used to run the model. The second are data-structuresused during the generation stage, namely: list of candidates, de�ning whichpredicates must be generated and in which order; code construction records (ccr),de�ning the sequence of techniques-editing operations needed to generate eachpredicate; and binding records controlling variable binding at each techniques-editing operation.The following algorithm shows how this part of the model description is usedto de�ne the data-structures needed for program generation.enter process(Comp; Proc; Cat; Eq)where: Comp is the component name; Proc is the de�ning process; Cat is thecategory of the de�ning process and Eq is the process' equation.
20



IF Comp has a non-disaggregated population THENIF Proc is de�ned by user (new equation) THEN� check the equation.� get (from the knowledge base) the �rst part of techniquessequence and binding records, those corresponding to equation-de�ned and non-disaggregated kind of process de�nition. That is:Sequence1 = [proc head, def comp, applicability, compute eq]and corresponding bindings.� get second part of techniques and binding sequences, that is,the one assigning di�erent behaviours for di�erent categories ofprocesses. For example, if Cat = natality, then Behaviour =distribute on first level.� build construction records (ccrs) for Proc.For the case above (Cat = natality), the technique-editing opera-tions sequence would be:TS = [unif pred name(proc head,Proc,C1),add technique(def comp,C1,C2),add technique(applicability,C2,C3),add technique(compute eq,C3,C4),add technique(distribute on first level,C4,Out)]� include Proc in the list of candidates, assert corresponding ccr,binding records and equation.ELSE IF Proc is selected from prede�ned set THENCASE Proc is de�ned byequation THENproceed as for user-de�ned process;schema THEN- use arguments for instantiating the schema - noccr/binding records are needed;- include Proc in the list of candidates.technique composition THEN- de�ne supplementary data-structures;- get corresponding ccr and bindings for the com-position. The user may be prompted for choosingamongst several choices.- include Proc in the list of candidates and assertccr/binding record.END CASEEND IFELSE (population of Comp is disaggregated)proceed as for non-disaggregated population, but with suitable selectionfrom the knowledge base.END IFAny other process de�nition belonging to one of the categories previously de�nedmay be added to the knowledge base without change in the algorithm. In thesame way, some new categories can have their modus operandi embodied inschemata and inserted in the knowledge base. More complex changes would re-quire new ways of linking process de�nition with program generation, and mightrequire us to rede�ne the algorithm. Although we have impose some limitationsto pre-de�ned processes and variables applied on disaggregated population, webelieve the current implementation covers a sensible number of situations itmight rise in population models as targeted by our framework.21



5.3 Constructing the programOnce the structure of the model has been de�ned, program construction maystart. This process consists of successive selection and application of techniques,for which it is necessary to know the sequence of which predicates need to begenerated and how it will be done, that is, the sequence of techniques-editingoperations needed. However, as pointed out on section 2.3, we cannot expectthe user to choose which techniques are to be used or how to parameterise them.In order to allow only meaningful predicates to be generated and to dothat without user intervention, selection and application of techniques haveto be restricted and some data-structures were de�ned to help in that task.Thus, the system knows which predicates will be generated by using a data-structure called list of candidates. Every \candidate" in the list must haveassociated to it, information on the techniques-editing operations which willactually generate the predicate, namely: code construction record (ccr) andbinding record, mentioned earlier. A techniques-editing sequence within a ccrmay only be triggered when a predicate from the list of candidates is in its turnfor generation.There are standard ways to add elements to the list of candidates, somepredicates are included by default (by assertion in the knowledge base) or whensome requirement may be proven on the knowledge base. Others are includedafter the de�nition of a process during model description, as described by al-gorithm enter process .While de�nition of techniques-editing sequences for each process is de�nedas in enter process , an extra predicate with calls for all of them, must be done.It is worth to note that unusual placing of the arguments is needed. The follow-ing algorithm de�nes the sequence of techniques-editing operations necessaryto build such predicate update/4, already mentioned in Section 4 (techniqueschained composition and partition).compose update(Comp; Procs)Comp is the component name; Procs is the set of processes for that component.IF there is no sequence started THEN� start sequence: TS = [unif pred name(proc head,update,Code),add technique(def comp2,Code,C1)]� assert last binding recordEND IFIF Procs is an empty set THEN� add last goal to sequence:TS = [ ... , add technique(adjust,LastCode,CodeOut) ]� assert binding record� include update/4 in the list of candidatesELSE� take the �rst process (P ) from Procs, let T be the rest of that set� include P in the sequence (process call):TS = [ ... , add technique(P,PreviousCode,NewCode) ]� compose update(Comp; T )� assert binding recordEND IF 22



The core task of the generation stage is to search the knowledge base fornew candidates, get their ccrs and binding records, and execute them, that is,to apply the techniques editing sequences appropriate to each candidate in thelist of candidates as well as to each new candidate found to be needed duringthat process.The following are some signposts from the construction of a typical modelwithin the framework presented here.� The \entrance predicate" is by default, the �rst on the list of candid-ates. If data collection(yes) can be proven, then ancillary procedures(see technique on Section 4) will be used to produce:model(T,P) :-open_files,population(T,P),close_files.Predicates open files/0 and close files/0 will be de�ned by schemataand predicate population/2 is the core predicate for the simulation andwill involve some techniques-editing operations.� The standard way we adopted to build the core predicate (see Section3.3) is: We start by taking the technique recursion over time points asthe main ow of control, then apply technique population updating and ifdata collection(yes) can be proven, technique data collection will also beapplied.Upon completion, this procedure asserts in the knowledge base the pre-dicate's name and arity along with proper ccr and binding records. Thefollowing is a diagram showing the several stages in the execution of thetechniques-editing sequences on this predicate's ccr.
population(T) :-
   initial_time(T).
population(T) :-
   \+ initial_time(T),
   previous_time(T,Tp),
   population(Tp).

population(T,P) :-
   initial_time(T),
   start_value(P).
population(T,P) :-
   \+ initial_time(T),
   previous_time(T,Tp),
   population(Tp,P1),
   update_population(T,P1,P).

   initial_time(T),
   start_value(P),
   collect(T,P).
population(T,P) :-
   \+ initial_time(T),
   start_value(P),
   population(Tp,P1),
   update_population(T,P1,P),
   collect(T,P).

population(T,P) :-

� At each technique application when de�ning the predicate above, newelements are included in the list of candidates (CL) corresponding tothose new goals added to the body of the de�ning predicate. These areinitial time/1, start value/1, collect/2 and update population/3.� Some of the new elements in the list of candidates are standard in thedomain and can be added to the program without ccrs or binding records.� Other elements have to be de�ned through new techniques application.Two examples of the latter were shown on Section 4: The �rst is the pre-dicate initial value/2 (included in CL when de�ning initial time/1),23



which uses techniques traverse pop and get value. The second is oneof the de�nitions for predicate update/4 (included in CL when de�ningupdate population/3). Note that there must be one de�nition of update/4for each component in a model whereas other predicates must be de�nedonly once.5.4 Using the modelFinally, the user can run the model generated on the previous phase. The codegenerated was recorded and it is loaded into a current Prolog session. A data-�leis generated from each simulation, with population values for each componentbeing recorded at every time step. An external Unix package is used to generatea graph.The Prolog code shown on Section 3.3 is an actual (yet not complete) listingproduced by TeMS. Di�erent choices during the description of the model wouldlead to the generation of di�erent programs. Using again the example shown onSection 3.3, if the user decides that wolf population should not be disaggregatedin the way described there, the next options presented by TeMS during themodel description stage would suppress those which are typical of disaggregatedpopulations (e.g. ageing) and the code generated would reect that. Somepredicates might be maintained despite the change in population disaggregation(e.g. rep rate/4), that is so because pre-de�ned processes are supplied for bothdisaggregated and non-disaggregated populations and their respective formulasare dealt with by TeMS' Prolog meta-interpreter. The following is the versionof update/4 for the case we described here.%% update each component%update(A, B, C, D) :-C=[J,_,I],J=moose,rep_rate(A, B, C, I, H),predation1(A, B, C, H, G),hunting(A, B, C, G, F),ageing(A, B, C, F, E),adj_values(E, D).update(A, B, C, D) :-C=[I,_,H],I=wolf,rep_rate(A, B, C, H, G),starvation(A, B, C, G, F),adj_values(E, D).The runnable Prolog code for the model de�ned (except for some utilities)is viewable within TeMS and Figure 6 shows how the user see the results ofa simulation plotted in a graph. The model represented there is the samedescribed in Section 3 and, as the model generated by \human construction"on the �rst stage of our project, its population graph shows a behaviour similarto that generated by Crête's model.
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Figure 6: Running the model6 ConclusionThe aim of this paper is to demonstrate what happens when we take a genericmethod for structuring formal speci�cations (in this case techniques editing)and attempt to tailor it to the design of a class of speci�cations in a targetdomain (in this case population dynamics modelling). A fundamental di�cultyin our target domain is that the styles of description which population modellersunderstand are di�erent from those needed to control speci�cation synthesisusing our chosen formal method. Consequently, to tackle the problem we:� Identify domain-speci�c techniques which use the parameterisationmethodof generic techniques but which contain information speci�c to the popu-lation dynamics domain (Section 4).� With these techniques in mind, provide a problem description languagewhich uses concepts from population dynamics, and construct an interfacewhich allows these concepts to be supplied (Section 5.2). This enables thestyle of problem description to be disconnected, initially, from the style ofde�nition of the domain-speci�c techniques.� Build an automated system which ensures appropriate parameterisation ofthe domain-speci�c techniques based on the population dynamics problemdescription (Section 5.3). This connects the problem description to thetechniques needed for model generation. It can be automatic because weemploy restricted languages for both problem description and techniques.� Supply tools for executing the speci�cation in styles familiar to those in25



the domain (Section 5.4). This gives those in the domain an opportunityto check whether the model they have received is the one they expected.The �rst step in the list above is perhaps the most di�cult because it isn'talways easy to identify appropriate domain-speci�c techniques. Our way ofstarting to acquire the necessary knowledge is to begin with a sample model(from the modelling literature) and to build the techniques needed to constructit. By making these techniques as general as possible (while still being recog-nisable within the domain) we generalise from a particular example to a classof models - in our case these are population dynamics models with any numberof interacting populations; a hierarchically disaggregated population structure;and process de�nitions controlling the interaction between populations. Sincethe main boundaries of this class can be described in terms of the domain,rather than more abstract mathematical limitations, it is easier to make clearto modellers whether or not the system is appropriate to their needs.References[Bowles 94] A. Bowles. A techniques editor for prolog novices. In-ternal software report, Department of Arti�cial Intelli-gence, University of Edinburgh, 1994.[Bowles et al. 94] A. Bowles, D. Robertson, W. Vasconcelos, M. Vargas-Vera, and D. Bental. Applying prolog programmingtechniques. International Journal of Human-ComputerStudies, 41:329{350, 1994.[Crête et al. 81] M. Crête, R.J. Taylor, and Jordan P.A. Simulatingconditions for the regulation of a moose population bywolves. Ecological Modelling, 12:245{252, 1981.[Hutchins et al. 86] E.L. Hutchins, J.D. Hollan, and D.A. Norman. Directmanipulation interfaces. In D. Norman and S. Draper,editors, User-centered system design, pages 87{124.Laurence Erlbaum Associates, 1986.[Kirschenbaum et al. 89] M. Kirschenbaum, A. Lakhotia, and L.S. Sterling. Skel-etons and techniques for prolog programming. Tech-nical Report TR{89{170, Case Western Reserve Uni-versity, 1989.[Kirschenbaum et al. 94] M. Kirschenbaum, S. Michaylov, and L.S. Sterling.Skeletons and techniques as a normative approach toprogram development in logic-based languages. Tech-nical Report 25, Ohio State University { CISRC, May1994.[Muetzelfeldt 95] R. I. Muetzelfeldt. A framework for a modular mod-elling approach for agroforestry. Agroforestry Systems,30:223{234, 1995.[Robertson 91] D. Robertson. A simple prolog techniques editorfor novice users. In G.A. Wiggins, C. Mellish, andT. Duncan, editors, 3rd UK Annual Conference on Lo-gic Programming, pages 190{205. Springer-Verlag, Ber-lin, 1991. 26
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